
EXPAND YOUR SYSTEMS FUNCTIONALITY AND STORAGE CAPACITY 

Optimise the way you work with your computer. Syntech’s range of Premium 
peripherals and storage solutions will help you ensure that everything you put in 
and get out of your system is awesome. From keyboards and mice to racing 
wheels and high-end RAID solutions, we have the kit that will get you excited 
about being behind your computer. 
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KEYBOARDS

OPTIMISE YOUR PRECISION AND COMFORT  

FOR ACCURACY AND EASE

Perhaps your gaming ambions have le you dissasfied with the mediocre model 
that came with your desktop PC. Our range of keyboards include everything from 
wireless office devices to premium mechanical gaming units.

FULL RANGE

MICE FULL RANGE MOUSEPADS FULL RANGE

MICE AND MOUSEPADS

Whether you are an office wizard, hardcore gamer or just a dude with a computer, 
Syntech has a range of mice and mousepads just for you. Choose the model that 
best suits your needs from a variety of market leading brands.

Better Performance and Durability

Its what you put in
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COMBOS

WORKING SEAMLESSLY  

GET INTO THE GAME

Do you appreciate the simplicity of tech that just works? Are you an individual that 
recognises style? If the answer was yes to either of these quesons, then you will 
enjoy the beaufully craed keyboard and mouse combos available from Syntech. 

GAMEPADS

Speedlink gamepads for PlayStaon and PC. Designed to withstand the toughest 
treatment while also providing sound comfort and total control, these controllers 
will help you get the most out of the game.

FULL RANGE

FULL RANGE

More fun

Made for each other
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FOR PC

FLIGHT STICKS

HAVE THE RIGHT KIT FOR BATTLE  

A REALISTIC RACING EXPERIENCE

Be the king of the air and feel the wind in your hair as you take to the skies. 
Syntech’s range of flight scks will make every flight simulator experience seem real.

RACING WHEELS

A racing wheel undoubtedly raises the bar in every racing game. Experience the 
thrill of the race and the G-force on the corners with a Racing Wheel from Syntech.

Sitting in the 
driver’s seat

Be ready for the fight 
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HEADSETS

CRYSTAL CLEAR  SOUND  

QUALITY SOUND 

Headsets allow you to immerse yourself within the game, or stay connected in the 
office. Our thoughul range provides a soluon for everyone including cost 
effecve office products to noise cancelling professional units.

FULL RANGE

FULL RANGE

SPEAKERS

Speedlink speakers are designed to work specifically with computers and offer a 
wide range to choose from.

Sleek innovative design

 No noise interference
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LINK THE THINGS YOU NEED  

CONVERT YOUR SIGNAL

Connect mobile devices, storage, displays and peripherals with ease. Syntech's
premium range of cables ensure perfect picture quality, optimum transfer rates and
stable connecvity.

FULL RANGE

FULL RANGE

CABLES

Adding extra peripherals, monitors and connecting to a projector has never been
easier. All of our adapters are plug and play and optimised for desktops and laptop 
use.

Expand your world

Get Connected
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UNIVERSAL NOTEBOOK CHARGERS

CHARGE YOUR DEVICES EASILY  

POWER UP YOUR DEVICE

One soluon for all notebooks. Whether it’s a second notebook charger to travel 
with or a replacement for your original, Syntech carries a range of universal chargers 
to cater for your every need.

FULL RANGE

FULL RANGE

USB CHARGERS

Not all chargers are made equal. Choose from Syntech's range of mobile chargers 
that incorporate the latest technological advancements. Quick charge funconality 
and mulple ports help deliver real soluons to life's everyday needs.

Perfect for mobile devices

Got the power
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CAR CHARGERS

POWER ON THE GO  

CHARGE YOUR DEVICES ANYWHERE

Who would have thought that spending me in traffic could leave you recharged? 
Not all car chargers are equal though, Syntech’s range is equipped with the latest 
technology to ensure quicker charging mes.

FULL RANGE

FULL RANGE

POWER BANKS

Everyone can relate to that sinking feeling when you realise that your baery is 
about to die. Never feel disconnected again with our world leading range of power 
banks

Battery life shouldn’t
affect real life

Charge your devices 
while driving
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USB FLASH DRIVES 

FASTER READ AND WRITE SPEED

MAXIMISE YOUR CAPACITY

Flash drives are smaller, faster, have thousands of mes more capacity and are more 
durable and reliable because they have no moving parts. A flash drive is ideal for 
keeping emergency informaon and current project files always at hand.

FULL RANGE

FULL RANGE

MEMORY CARDS

Memory cards are used in digital cameras, music players, though smartphones, 
tablets and even laptops. Not all memory cards are created equal, though there are 
different speed classes, physical sizes and capacies to consider. Ask our team to 
assist with choosing the card that best suits your needs.

Capture every
moment

Portable drive with no 
moving parts
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PORTABLE HARD DRIVES

MAKE SURE THAT YOUR DATA IS BACKED UP  

NEVER RUN OUT OF SPACE

Wherever you go, whatever you do, Syntech has a portable drive that will stand up 
to the test. Choose the drive that best suits your lifestyle with opons available 
from general storage to waterproof, rugged soluons for any environment.

FULL RANGE

FULL RANGE

POWERED HARD DRIVES

The amount of informaon in the world is growing exponenally, make sure that 
your storage can keep up. Choose from our extensive range that caters for general 
storage from back up to high end soluons with every kind of interface that you can 
imagine.

Big external drives

Take your data anywhere
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RAID SYSTEMS

NO COMPROMISE  

PROTECT YOUR STORAGE

External RAID soluons offer peace of mind by combining the reliability of data 
redundancy with the performance and capacity benefits of mulple drives. Choose 
from a variety of interfaces that meet your bandwidth requirements. 

FULL RANGE

FULL RANGE

STORAGE ACCESSORIES

Securing your storage depends enrely on the nature of your producon. You 
could be in your studio doing your post producon for your documentary foot-
age that you received or you might be the camera man on the move making 
sure your footage is safe and protected.

Get more from 
your storage

Fast and reliable
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HARD DRIVE ENCLOSURES

CONNECT EVERYTHING

EXTEND YOUR FUNCTIONALITY

Build your own storage with Syntech’s range of Hard drive enclosures. We stock 
systems for Mac and PC with a variety of interfaces and even RAID support. Simply 
add hard drives.

FULL RANGE

FULL RANGE

DOCKS AND REPLICATORS

Possibly the best storage soluon ever. Connect any drive or SSD to your machine 
by simply plugging it in. The perfect quick fix soluon for your home, office or tech-
nical room.

Plug and play storage

DIY Storage
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SURGE PROTECTORS

ESSENTIAL PROTECTION  

DEVICE PROTECTION

It’s shocking to think the damage that can be caused to your electronics from surges 
or lightning. The simplest soluon is to power up with a surge protected mulplug. 
Choose from Syntech’s range and stay safe from disaster.

FULL RANGE

FULL RANGE

BAGS AND COVERS

Look aer the tech you love with Synech’s range of protecve cases and covers. 
Simple and praccal soluons to keep your kit safe from everyday bumps and 
scratches.

Durable design

Protect your Hardware
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